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NEW

Sound Forge Pro 10
Professional Digital Audio Production Suite

A Perfect 10
Perfection is elusive. But when achieved, things come 
together perfectly. What’s true in life is also true in audio 
production software. Introducing Sound Forge™ Pro 10 
software, the 10th version of the legendary audio 
editing and mastering application. This one scores 
a perfect 10.

Long the professional standard for analyzing, recording, 
editing, producing, converting and resampling audio, 
Sound Forge Pro 10 makes a great thing even better 
with these new features: event-based editing, 
integrated disc-at-once CD burning, élastique Pro 
timestrech and pitch shift plug-in, plus the 
Mastering Effects Bundle 2 powered by iZotope™  
—valued at over $200, and more.

Sound Forge Pro 10 delivers the ultimate 
all-in-one production suite for professional 
audio recording and mastering, sound design, 
audio restoration, and Red Book CD creation. 
Power. Stability. Reliability.

This one’s perfect.

Visit your favorite retailer or www.sonycreativesoftware.com/perfect 
for special, limited-time offers on new Sound Forge Pro 10.

Copyright © 2009. Sony Creative Software Inc. All rights reserved.

SFP10_Perfect10_Stash.indd   1 8/25/09   12:20 PM



Telly Awards
31st

Annual

Honoring the very best in:

> Film and Video Production

> Local, Regional and Cable Television
   Commercials, programs and Segments

> Online Videos, Films and Commercials

Enter now at www.tellyawards.com >
Early Deadline December 18th

Call For Entries
Enter

Now

New this year!
• Introducing The People’s
   Telly Award presented
   by YouTube

• Expanded Web Categories

• New Social Media and
   Social Responsibility
   Categories



Here’s your chance to own 30 extraordinary short films by 
today’s most innovative directors – over two-and-a-half hours of 
sheer entertainment from Stash DVD Magazine.

Stash SHORT FILMS 1 delivers an international program of 
festival hits and little-known gems PLUS behind the scenes 
extras and a 40-page book of stills, credits, production notes and 
links for every project.                             www.stashmedia.tv/SF1

Enter code: 
62 PG3SF1  

at: 
www.stashmedia.tv/promo 

to SAVE 25%



Stash DVD Magazine is published 12 times 
per year by Stash Media Inc. All rights 
reserved and contents copyright Stash Media 
Inc. No part of this booklet nor the Stash 
DVD may be copied without express written 
permission from the publisher. 

Subscriptions: www.stashmedia.tv 
Submissions: www.stashmedia.tv/submit 
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On a trip to Los Angeles in late September I packed 16 studio tours into 
two days (oh, it’s possible if you group them geographically and ignore 
the No Parking signs). For someone who spends the majority of his time 
tethered to his desk interacting with other living beings through iChat, 
this flurry of face time was a jolting social overdose.

The rushing around through LA traffic and sheer volume of handshakes 
forced me to remember my own ATTM rule – which I used to live by but 
had somehow let slip. ATTM stands for Always Take The Meeting. 

Ten to 20 percent of what you plan for at any social event or interaction 
will actually happen. Most of the valuable bits are unplanned, unforeseen 
and often initially uncomfortable.

The benefits of the ATTM rule expand by many orders of magnitude when 
you apply it to the hundreds or thousands of interactions you experience 
at conferences and festivals. Spilled drinks, a cancelled speaker, the 
missed plane: With the ATTM rule all these hassles become opportunities 
for adapting, deconstructing and thinking outside our iChat window.

I bring all this up because the recent rush of innovative openings for 
design conferences and film festivals continues unabated (we have four 
of them on Stash 62). Local events like F5 and Cut&Paste also continue to 
flourish despite the economy. And I suspect I know the reason: Humans 
need visceral interaction, we were not designed to communicate via key 
strokes and tiny candy-colored bubbles. 

Not counting agoraphobics, we are all born with our own version of the 
ATTM rule. Watching work on disks and online is convenient but will never 
compare with cramming into a screening next to the demure French girl 
who suddenly erupts in a snorting fit at a spot you thought (up until that 
moment) was mildly amusing. 
 
Stephen Price 
Editor 
New York, Sept. 2009 
sp@stashmedia.tv



CADbuRY “COCOA bEAMS”
TVC 4:56

stash 62.01

Agency:
FALLON

Director:
RINGAN LEDWIDGE

Production:
RATTLING STICk

VFX:
THE MILL 
www.the-mill.com

cadbury’s fair trade policy on 
cocoa gets the magic realism 
treatment in this music video 
which also hit the air as a :60 cut 
down. 

Barnsley, lead 2d at the Mill in 
London: “Given that nearly half of 
the 200-plus shots required some 
amount of FX work and the editing 
process was ongoing until the end, 
this project was always going to 
involve burning a little midnight 
oil, particularly as the deadline 
approached, less than four weeks 
after filming wrapped. 

“of course with an open brief like 
this, the approval process is left 
open much later than normal, 
indeed right up to the deadline.”

For Fallon
cd: John allison, chris Bovill
creatives: Filip tyden, dan Watts
producer:  Gemma Knight

For Rattling Stick
director: ringan Ledwidge
producer: Sally humphries
dp: Franz Lustig

For Work Post
editor:  rich orrick

For The Mill
producer:  Gemma Smith
colorist:  Mick Vincent
Lead 3d:  James Sindle,  
tom Bussell
Lead 2d:  Barnsley
Lead Flame:  Barnsley, Gary driver
Shoot supers:  James Sindle,  
Gary driver
Flame assist:  ilia Mokhtareizadeh
combustion:  adam Lambert

after effects:  Bob Wolf, nils Kloth
3d: Josh Fourtwells, Sergio Xisto, 
per Bergsten, Jamie Lancaster, 
rob Stipp, Graeme turnbull ,Suraj 
odedra, teemu eramaa
Bean concept: dave Gibbons, 
ross urien, carlos nieto
Z Brush: tom Blake

Toolkit
Flame, after effects, Baselight, 
combustion, Maya, nuke, Z Brush



DuRACELL “buNNY FuSION”
TVC :30

Agency:
OGILVY, PARIS

Director:
PLEIX

Production:
CHuCk & LuLu

Animation:
DIGITAL DISTRICT 
www.digitaldistrict.fr

French directing collective pleix 
and paris VFX studio digital 
district conjure a maelstrom of 
particle-controlled cuteness for 
duracell. 

pleix: “the agency came up with a 
first storyboard. We helped them 
on the creative side by making an 
animatic to convince the client to 
make this film. The animatic tested 
better than any previous one done 
for duracell, and the new look of 
the cG bunnies excited everybody. 

“the sumo, elephant and train 
are power symbols requested 
by the agency since they were 
already working with them on 
print projects. thinking particles 
was used to control the behavior 
of thousands of bunnies going 
from one entity to another and it 
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was a real nightmare to fine tune 
and manage. We used real Flow 
to create the waterfall, swirl and 
some extra bunnies hanging onto 
the giant sumo. the lighting is very 
simple, a diffused skylight and 
dimmed sunlight to create some 
subtle shadows, and some cG fur 
on the closest bunnies. 

“The most difficult creative 
challenge was to make something 
not too busy visually, fast but not 
too fast, and to stay readable.”

For Ogilvy, Paris
ex cd: chris Garbutt
cd: nick hine
ad: antoaneta Metchanova
producer: caroline petruccelli

For Chuck & Lulu
director: pleix
ep: edward Grann
Line producer: Katharina nicol
post producer: Sebastien Gros
Music: apollo Studios, Montreal

Toolkit
3ds Max, thinking particles, 
V-ray, real Flow



COkE ZERO “HAPPY kINGDOM”
TVC 1:45

Agency:
OGILVY ARGENTINA

Director:
PETE CANDELAND

Production:
PASSION PICTuRES

Animation:
PASSION PICTuRES 
www.passion-pictures.com 

passion pictures producer debbie 
crosscup: “the brief was to create 
this crazy coke Zero kingdom 
mixing medieval styling with a bit 
of rock and roll. We got a detailed 
script from the agency so the basic 
story was there - we just had to 
make it really cool and put a new 
spin on the somewhat staid idea 
of an animated medieval kingdom. 
We desperately didn’t want it to 
feel like another take on Shrek.” 
Schedule: 16 weeks.

For Ogilvy Argentina
ex cd: Gastón Bigio
head of art: Jonathan Gurvit
cds: Javier Mentasti, christian 
camean
creatives: Mariana peluffo,  
Matías Lafalla
producer: Laura passalacqua
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For Passion Pictures
director: pete candeland
producer: debbie crosscup 
ep: hugo Sands, Michael adamo
head of cG: Jason nicolas
VFX super: neil riley
technical director: Julian hodgson
directors assistant: Giles dill
Storyboarding: Kevin dart,  
Kim Frederiksen
character design/development: 
ron Kurniawan, pete candeland, 
dan Sumich, Mario ucci
prod coord: crystal crompton
Matte painting/backgrounds: Kim 
Frederiksen, Lukasz pazera
cG modeling: Mario ucci, ian 

Brown, Matthias Bjurstrom,  
doug Lassance, dan Sweeney, 
craig Maden
rigging: chris dawson,  
Francois pons, Julian hodgson
cG animation super: Wes coman
animation cG: cath Brooks,  
chris Welsby, david Sigrist, 
Melanie climent
animation FX: Jamie Franks, 
tommy andersson
ad: Mario ucci
texture\shading: Mario ucci,  
ian Brown, Sally Wilson, rick 
thiele, Matthias Bjurstrom, 
Melanie climent, craig Maden, 

nico domerego, dan Sweeney, 
doug Lassance 
Lighting/rendering:  
Quentin Vien, Guillaume cassuto, 
claire Michaud, rick thiele
Lead compositing: niamh Lines
compositing: Johnny Still,  
John taylor, Lee Gingold
editor: Jamie Foord,  
dan Greenway

For The Jungle Group
Sound Mix: Toby Griffin
Music: power Solo

Toolkit
XSi, aFX, nuke, rushes



Client:
FOX’S bISCuITS

Agency:
MOTHER, LONDON

Director:
D.A.D.D.Y.

Production:
bLINkINk

Animation:
GOLDEN SquARE 
www.goldensq.com 

producer James Bretton at 
Blinkink in London: “the most 
interesting thing about the project 
is we weren’t blessed with a very 
big budget so the creative hurdle 
we had to jump was to embrace 
that fact rather than shy away 
from it.

“the main thing then was to 
approach everything, from the Vo 
to the art direction, very seriously, 
as if we were creating real life 
educational videos. the script was 
already really funny so we had to 
make sure it was delivered well 
and the timing of the animation 
wasn’t fighting it – the rest was 
easy(ish).”

ROCkY “EDuCATION”, “MEAL 
HEALTH”, “quALITY CONTROL”
TVCs/VIRALS :20 x 3
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For Mother London
producer: craig Keppler
creatives: Josh engmann,  
Kyle harman-turner
director/editor/animator: d.a.d.d.Y.

For blinkink
producer: James Bretton

Sound: Factory

For Cable Spaghetti
Music/Sound design: George 
Brennan

Toolkit
3ds Max, V-ray, photoshop, after 
effects
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Client:
MINI bRAND MANAGEMENT

Agency:
WEbGuERILLAS, MuNICH

Director:
JOCHEN HIRSCHFELD

Production:
LIVING ROOM PICTuRES

Animation/VFX:
LIVING ROOM PICTuRES 
WEIRDOuGHMATIONFILMS 
www.livingroompictures.de 
www.weirdoughmation.de

Jochen hirschfeld, director/producer 
at Living room pictures, Munich: 
“once we decided against 3d 
animation, it was really fun doing 
everything from scratch and for real: 
figuring out the props; working on the 
final look of the markers; all that ink 
everywhere. 

“things that are easy in the digital 
3d world like motion and camera 
perspective suddenly become a 
challenge in stop motion animation. 
For the showdown shot of the 
hero pen diving under the falling fat 
marker, we almost had to build larger 
scaled models. Since we wanted to 
show this in super slow motion we 
needed a lot of in between animation

REAL MINIMALISM
Viral :60

steps. if an object is small and the 
joint at the animation rig is small then 
it is hard to advance the joint in tiny 
steps. But end of story, we figured it 
out with the regular markers. 

“also the whole score was 
composed and recorded with real 
instruments. no digital samples. We 
even took a Mini for a test drive on a 
special driving lot and recorded our 
own sound effects.”

Schedule? “two weeks of planning 
and animatic, two weeks of stop 
motion animation, four weeks of post 
including sound design and mix.”

Watch behind the Scenes on 
the DVD.

For Webguerillas GmbH
ceo: david eicher
cd:  colin conrad
Sr pM: Moritz capelle

For Living Room Pictures
producer: Jochen hirschfeld
assistant producer: patrick Lange
director: Jochen hirschfeld
assistant director: christian Lang
dops: Jürgen Kling, Leevi 
Lehtinen, Bartek Latosinski
Motion control camera:  
Jürgen Kling
assistant dop: norbert Kleiner
Main animator: Jürgen Kling
animator: Leevi Lehtinen
assistant animator: robert 
Martinovic
props department: andreas 
Schramm, robert Martinovic, 
Jürgen Kling, tanja hirschfeld, 
andreas reim
editior: christian Lang
post super: Jochen hirschfeld
animatic: inés Borrás
compositing: andreas Gebauer, 
inés Borrás
Musical super: christian Lang

For Artist Studio
composer: peter Lang

Toolkit
after effects, photoshop, Final cut, 
Flair, eXposer



butterfly and understand what 
content it represented.

“Setting up the rigs was difficult 
because the butterfly had to 
transform so many times: out 
of the cocoon; then fly; then ice 
over; then freeze; then melt and 
fall apart. We ended up using 
a mixture of cloth simulations, 
bones/joints, dynamics, expresso 
and morph targets.”

For Taxi Canada
ex cd: Stéphane charier
copy: andrea usher-Jones, 
Maxime patenaude
ads: Jean-Luc dion,  
patrick chaubet
producer:  Josee Frechette
Sound/music: Sonart, appolo

For umeric
director: ash Bolland
producer: Von dekker
concept designers: ash Bolland, 
Benjamin hennessy, Simon cowell 
td: tim clapham

3d: alberto Santiago,  
tim clapham, Gary Leung 
Lead animator: duncan MacLaren
compositors: John Kitching,  
carlo Monaghan
texture: John Kitching,  
Benjamin hennessy
Storyboard: Simon cowell

Toolkit:
cinema 4d, photoshop, after 
effects, Shake, ZBrush

MSN TALk “buTTERFLY”
TVCs :30 x 2
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Agency:
TAXI CANADA

Director:
ASH bOLLAND

Production:
uMERIC

Animation/VFX:
uMERIC 
www.umeric.com

Sydney’s umeric help taxi canada 
relaunch MSn.ca with a striking 
pair of lepidopterans designed to 
communicate the contents of the 
website.

“We wanted the butterflies to 
feel as realistic as possible even 
though they had tank turrets and 
hockey sticks attached to them,” 
says umeric producer Von dekker. 
“it was a challenge to not make 
the butterflies too overloaded as 
once they were translated from 2d 
concept to 3D, the flapping would 
cause the elements to collide with 
each other.

“in animation we focused on 
working out realistic flight and wing 
beats, the butterflies had to feel 
like they moved with the random 
flight of an actual butterfly but we 
still needed to be able to see the 



FEMA “WORLD uPSIDE DOWN”
TVC :60

Client:
AD COuNCIL 

Agency:
CRAMER-kRASSELT

Director:
DERIN SEALE

Production:
@RADICAL.MEDIA

VFX:
ASYLuM 
www.asylumfx.com 

A barrage of flying props – held 
aloft on wire rigs, shot falling on 
greenscreen or, in the case of the 
largest objects, created in CG – 
are wrangled into a striking :60 
by the team at Santa Monica VFX 
studio asylum who also retimed 
and warped the six overlapping 
core passes to sync the action.

asylum lead VFX/inferno artist 
rob trent: “putting together 
a spot with so many moving 
parts, especially under tight time 
constraints, is always challenging, 
but derin Seale’s production crew 
really knew how to get the actors 
moving correctly on the wires on 
shoot day, and everything from the 
choreographed wire-lift of mom 
and dad, to the clothing and hair 
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blowing in the wind of massive 
fans, to the set lighting was 
beautifully done.”

For Cramer-krasselt
eVp/cco: Marshall ross
Gcd: G. andrew Meyer
co-ex cds: dean Stefanides, 
Larry hampel
Sr ad: david Levy
copy: andrei chahine
Vp/director of broadcast 
production: Sergio Lopez

For @radical.media
director: derin Seale

ep: Frank Scherma
producer: Samantha Storr
hop: cathy dun

For Asylum
ep: Michael pardee
Bidding producer: Michael hanley
producer: ryan Meredith
Lead VFX/inferno super: rob trent
inferno: Miles essmiller,  
Mark renton
cG Supervisor: Zachary tucker
Lead modeler: Greg Stuhl
Modeler: toshihiro Sakamaki

trackers: tom Stanton, apirak 
Kamjan, Michael Lori
Lighter: aaron Vest
animators: Michael Shelton, 
Steward Burris
texture painting: John hart
roto/paint: Jason Bidwell
roto: elissa Bello, Stephanie ide, 
Scott Baxter, hugo dominguez
roto/Shake: Johnny Weckworth

editorial: Whitehouse, chicago

Toolkit
Flame, Shake, Silhouette, Maya, 
Syntheyes



For Mass Media International 
Advertising Co. Ltd. 
cd: Zhou Jiahong        
ad: Wu hao 
copy: Zhou Jiahong, Sophia Xu
Storyboard: Wu hao,  
Liang Yuanchun

For Troublemakers.tv
producer: James hagger

For weareflink       
director: niko tziopanos 
producer: andreas Lampe
cG/compositing: alexander heyer 
compositing: Martin hess
cG: philipp Von preuschen,  
timo Schaedel
ink/footage: thore Bornemann 
ink/making of: Felix Martens 
prod coordinator:  
catharina Foelling
pa: aurelie da Silva       

For Supreme Music
Music/sound design:  
Florian Lakenmacher 

For MoCap Lab 
Mocap: remi Brun,  
Frank Vayssettes, thomas oger

Toolkit
cinema 4d, 3ds Max, Fume FX, 
Krakatoa, XSi, after effects

CENTRAL CHINA TELEVISION 
“INk”
TVC :60

Agency:
MASS MEDIA INTERNATIONAL 
ADVERTISING CO. LTD.

Director:
NIkO TZIOPANOS

Production:
TROubLEMAkERS.TV 
WEAREFLINk

Animation:
WEAREFLINk 
www.weareflink.com 

Hamburg film and motion design 
studio weareflink dive head first 
into uncharted waters for this 
elegant and ethereal exercise in 
storytelling with digital ink.

“technically we had a lot of 
problems to solve. We are used 
to live action liquids but this time 
we had to change our strategy 
because of the very concrete 
images and motion required. in six 
very short weeks we had to solve 
the creative challenge, learn the 
freshly-purchased software and 
find a workflow which combines 
our different skills.” Schedule: five 
and a half weeks.
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THE HISTORY CHANNEL  
“AX MEN”
Viral 1:22
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Agency:
kARMARAMA

Director:
CHRIS SHEPHERD

Animation:
SLINkY PICTuRES 
www.slinkypics.com 

to launch the second season of 
the history channel’s “ax Men” 
series, London’s Slinky pictures 
and director chris Shepherd 
crafted this manic lumberjack vs. 
the trees viral in the guise of a 
stick-man homage to Bruce Lee 
and the Matrix. 

the main creative challenge 
according to Slinky producer 
Ryan Smith “was trying to fit 
so many fun ideas into the film 
and still make it work as a single 
piece - this coupled with a 
swift turnaround – all 2D Flash 
animation and the 3d Matrix-move 
and final composite (both handled 
in after effects) were wrapped in 
just under a month.” 

For karmarama
creatives: rob neilson,  
Jack Stephens

For Slinky Pictures 
director: chris Shepherd
producer: Maria Manton
animation: Jason Kotey, rob Ward

Toolkit
Flash, after effects



Directors:
GARTH+GINNY

Production:
ARTILLERY

Animation/VFX:
ARTILLERY 
GARTH+GINNY 
www.artillery.tv 
www.garthandginny.com

the coastal city of Brighton, 
uK gets a charming character 
makeover from local design and 
animation shop artillery in this title 
sequence for the 2009 Flash on 
the Beach conference. 

Garth Jones (one half of directing 
duo Garth+Ginny): “We were 
interested in the forms that 
shadows make around the city 
and how beauty can be found 
in unexpected locations. the 
creatures are a device to make 
others see the city the way we 
do –  not just concentrate on the 
familiar tourist landmarks but the 
beauty of the less obvious and 
unique architecture that Brighton 
holds.” 

the 2d Flash characters, still 
photography and live action video 
were composited in after effects. 

FLASH ON THE bEACH 2009
Event titles 2:00
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For Artillery
animators: Ginny robertson, 
Garth Jones, Felix Massie
ae compositing: richard tilley,  
Garth Jones
Music: Meducktions
composer: rich Lewis

Toolkit
Flash, after effects

Watch behind the Scenes on 
the DVD.



TYPOPHILE FILM FESTIVAL 5
Opening titles 3:41
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Client:
PuNCHCuT/TYPOPHILE

Production:
bRIGHAM YOuNG uNIVERSITY 
www.byu.edu

Brent Barson creative director and 
faculty mentor at Brigham Young 
university in provo, utah: “the 
brief was very brief. typophile 
wanted us to properly introduce 
and brand this fifth version of the 
Film Festival, which is open to 
anything relevant to typography. 
We came up with the five senses, 
and how they feed our creativity.

“We really struggled to find a story 
or conceptual thread to go through 
this project – we knew we wanted 
to create something wildly sensory 
that would stimulate the senses 
while it showed how the senses 
influence our creativity.

“technically, we had to learn the 
ins and outs of laser-cutting, and 
the structural characteristics of 
Jello and squash...both are very 
fragile. i think we all learned a ton 
of patience – kerning on purple fur 
is no picnic.

“the squash time-lapse segment 
was a serious pain. the original 

plan was to shoot the whole 
sequence with the canon eoS 
40d and make a seamless 
transition into the time-lapse 
segment, but when we got to the 
transition, we ended up needing 
the 40d and the camera rig for 
another shot so we had to switch 
over to the nikon on a tripod. on 
top of having to match the angle, 
exposure, and lens distortion 
between the cameras and totally 

different lenses. We finally got 
the time lapse set up and running 
only to find out 24 hours later the 
computer was scheduled to shut 
down. So we ended up losing a 
day’s time-lapse and having to 
reset all the squash letters with a 
new set, then having to rematch to 
the original transition.

“in general there’s a lot of stuff you 
don’t think will be a problem until 

you actually get it in front of the 
camera – you get sore when you’re 
hunched over, animating in a four-
inch square with a tooling needle 
for 12 hours.” 

Schedule: two months for concept 
and storyboards, two weeks 
shooting, two weeks for edit and 
post-production.



For brigham Young university
cd/faculty mentor: Brent Barson
Writers: Brent Barson, Jessica 
Blackham, analisa estrada, Meg 
Gallagher, John Jensen, regan 
Fred Johnson, colin “the pin” 
pinegar
Storyboards: Brent Barson, 
Jessica Blackham, analisa 
estrada, John Jensen, regan Fred 
Johnson, colin “the pin” pinegar

construction/paint/glue: Brent 
Barson, Wynn Burton, analisa 
estrada, Meg Gallagher, olivia 
Juarez Knudsen, casey Lewis, 
reeding roberts, deven Stephens
Brain sculpture: Brian christensen
animators: Brent Barson, Wynn 
Burton, analisa estrada, Meg 
Gallagher, olivia Juarez Knudsen, 
reeding roberts, deven Stephens
cinematographer: Wynn Burton

editing: Brent Barson,  
Wynn Burton, analisa estrada, 
Meg Gallagher, reeding roberts
hand models: analisa estrada, 
Meg Gallagher, olivia Juarez 
Knudsen, deven Stephens, 
Michelle Stephens
original Music: Micah dahl 
anderson
Special thanks: Kevin “Laser” 
cole, eddie King, rubberball 

productions, Font Bureau, 
Verite, Bethanne anderson, 
paul “p-dudey” adams, Linda 
reynolds, adrian pulfer, amanda 
Knight hall, nag champa,  
Joe pemberton, Jared Benson, 
Zara evens

Toolkit
dragon Stop Motion, after effects, 
red one, canon eoS 5d Mark ii, 
canon eoS 40d, nikon d80.



Director:
SCOTT WENNER

Production:
MOTION504

VFX:
MOTION504 
www.motion504.com 

Scott Wenner, cd at Minneapolis 
design, VFX and animation studio  
motion504: “As a huge fan of films 
like Delicatessen and City of Lost 
Children, i love the aesthetic of 
combining elements from different 
time periods, mixing the old and 
the new. While the period in the 
film is purposely unknown, this 
is how we envision the earliest 
motion graphic designer.

“the biggest challenge we 
faced had to do with the aicp’s 
only caveat: sponsor names 
may change at any time during 
production. this meant the 3d 
models must be built flexible, 
interchangeable or even newly 
created at moment’s notice. 

“the project certainly required 
us to be nimble, but the creative 
liberties we were given far 

AICP SHOW 2009  
“kINETIC TYPE”
Sponsor reel 3:37
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outweighed the technical 
parameters.” motion504 crafted 
all visual elements of the open, 
including the 16 magical machines, 
from live action shoot to finish.

For motion504
cd/3d/compositor: Scott Wenner
3d/compositor: amy Schmitt
ep: eric Mueller
director: Scott Wenner
dp: Bo hakala
ad: Sarah Jean Kruchowski
producer: todd cobery
editor: Joe Martin

For bWN
Sound designer: carl White

Toolkit
ZBrush, cinema 4d, after effects, 
photoshop, Syntheyes, Final cut, 
apple color, excel



HOLLAND ANIMATION FILM 
FESTIVAL 2009
Opening titles :40
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Director:
MOTOMICHI NAkAMuRA

Animation:
MOTOMICHI NAkAMuRA 
www.motomichi.com 

Brooklyn-based director/animator 
Motomichi nakaura: “there were 
three aspects i focused on while 
working on this trailer. First, i 
wanted it to be very fast paced 
so that people would feel like they 
needed to watch the trailer a few 
times in order to find all the little 
graphic details and clues.

“Second, since the animation 
involves simple, geometrical 
shapes i was concerned it may 
turn out to be too linear so i 
decided to play with scale and 
make the size of objects in the 
animation inconsistent. For 
example, the main character is 
about the size of a human head at 
the beginning but later is as big as 
a house.

“Lastly, i wanted the animation 
to have a circular pattern so it 
would start and end with the main 
character falling off the stairways.” 
Schedule: two weeks for sketches 
and storyboards; three and a half 
weeks to animate. 

director/animator:  
Motomichi nakamura
Music: tonylight 

Toolkit
Flash, Final cut pro



Enter code: 

61DPSSF1  
at: 

www.stashmedia.tv/promo 
to SAVE 25% 



here’s your chance to own 30 extraordinary short 
films by today’s most innovative directors – over two-
and-a-half hours of sheer entertainment from Stash 
dVd Magazine.

Stash Short FiLMS 1 delivers an international 
program of festival hits and little-known gems pLuS 
behind the scenes extras and a 40-page book of stills, 
credits, production notes and links for every project.
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Directors:
bObbY DE GROOT, SVEN NEVE, 
ARJAN VAN MEERTEN

Animation/VFX:
HOuSE OF SECRETS 
www.houseofsecrets.nl

the Klik! amsterdam animation 
Festival gave the boys at dutch 
studio house of Secrets three key 
ideas to drive the 2009 festival 
open: erotica, amsterdam and a 
click toy. 

co-director Bobby de Groot: 
“technically the challenge was 
to find an easy and suitable 
technique to make the boobies 
bounce. We tried a lot of different 
techniques, but most of them 
didn’t give the desired result, 
especially when she bends 
forward to the camera. eventually 
we settled on a combination of 
particle springs and animation.” 
Schedule: six weeks.

For klik! Amsterdam Animation 
Festival
commissioners: Yvonne van 
ulden, dario van Vree,  
Jiek Weishut

kLIk! AMSTERDAM ANIMATION 
FESTIVAL 2009
Festival opener 1:10

For House of Secrets
directors: Bobby de Groot,  
Sven neve, arjan van Meerten
additional 3d: percy tienhooven
additional 2d: Jean-paul tossings
animators: nanda van dijk, Kasper 
ophof, Frian Lit, ruud renting, 
Loes Vrielink, Gurkan Yilmaz, 
cihan Gultas
camera: Mladen Vekic

camera assistant: Boudewijn rolff
Boom operator: Menno Vermeulen
actor: Sander Kamermans

For FC Walvisch
Music/sound design: Lea Jurida

Special thanks: team Facilties, 
Fc Walvisch, nmtrix animation 
Studios

Toolkit
Maya, Fusion, photoshop, 3d 
coat, redcine, after effects, 
Speededit
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Director: 
ARJAN VAN MEERTEN

Production:
HOuSE OF SECRETS

Animation/VFX:
ARJAN VAN MEERTEN 
www.arjanm.com

arjan van Meerten, director and 
partner house of Secrets in the 
netherlands: “i wanted to make 
both the video and the music 
so i started making a song, and 
inspired by that, i created some 
images, and inspired by that, i 
modified the song again, and so 
on. Because this was a personal 
project and i had no deadline, the 
hardest part was to decide when a 
shot was finished and go on to the 
next. i could have gone on forever 
tweaking those shots.

“it was a big challenge to make 
sure everything was able to render 
within a reasonable time. there 
was one shot which was taking 
eight hours to render one frame – 
eventually i got the time down to 
20 minutes.

“i started the project two years ago 
and worked on it in the evening 
and in my spare time. Sometimes 

bLACkHOLE
Music video 2:10

i worked on it for one or to weeks 
straight then i didn’t touch it for 
months. there are several other 
music videos i am working on and 
hope to finish them in the near 
future.”

Watch behind the Scenes on 
the DVD.

Toolkit 
Maya, Fusion, photoshop, 
Speededit, cubase SX4



SJq “PICO”
Music video 5:40

Record label:
CubICMuSIC/HEADZ

Director:
TAkAFuMI TSuCHIYA

Animation:
TAkCOM™ 
www.takafumitsuchiya.com

Japanese video artist takafumi 
tsuchiya generates visuals 
directly from the digital music 
file to stake out a mesmerizing 
and unpredictable landscape in 
this interpretation of “pico” from 
experimental jazz quintet SJQ. 

“to do the synchronization 
perfectly, I first disjointedly 
resolved the element of the track 
to the fragment of sounds. this 
trial and error was repeated many 
times until each fragment of the 
sound made the object react as i 
thought.” 

created in four weeks on one 
“poor” machine, tsuchiya says 
the elements of the video “were 
arranged so as not to become 
too complex and destroy their 
correlation with the sound. i then 
carefully added a lot of key frame 
animation.” 

stash 52.16

For Takcom™
director/designer/animator/
compositor: takafumi tsuchiya 

Toolkit
after effects, cinema 4d



DIESEL “quIquE THE HEAD”
Viral 3:33
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Agency:
SHACkLETON

Directors:
AGuSTíN bERRuEZO 
ANDRéS MuSCHIETTI

Production:
TOMA 78

VFX:
INFINIA bARCELONA 
www.infinia.es 

Barbara Muschietti, executive 
producer at toma 78 in Barcelona: 
“diesel asked for a character who 
lived without a body and had a 
normal life. they wanted him to 
be as real as possible. the main 
technical challenge was to try 
to figure out how a head would 
move on its own without a body. 
We used a green suit for the body 
most of the time. and we were 
blessed with Fernando Gayesky, 
a supreme actor who made it all 
happen.” 

Shot with a red one camera. 
Body removal and final composite 
where handled at post house 
Infinia Barcelona.

For Shackleton 
ex cd: enric nel.Lo 
cds: pipo Virgós, paco Badía 
technical development director: 
Marc Sallent 
producer: cristina cortizas 

For Toma 78
ep: Bárbara Muschietti 
hop: ricardo carrasco 
producer: cristina Lera 
dop: Sebastián Sarraute 
production designer: pancho 
chamorro 

For Doble Nelson
directors: agustín Berruezo, 
andrés Muschietti
editor: agustin Berruezo

For Infinia Barcelona
colorist: Jordi Murillo 
Flame: albert herrero

Toolkit
Final cut, resolve, Flame
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School:
bEZALEL ACADEMY OF ART 
AND DESIGN

Director/Animation:
NOAM GELbART 
www.vimeo.com/noam 

noam Gelbart prods the frontiers 
of the infographics genre with 
his thesis film about religious 
fanaticism created during his 
studies at Bezalel academy of art 
and design in Jerusalem.

“creatively the challenge was 
to keep the narrative clear and 
understandable without revealing 
the topic in question right off. this 
made the scripting process a lot 
longer than i anticipated and left 
me with little time to actually get 
this thing made.

“the biggest technical challenge 
was the movement of the slides. 
after a couple days and thousands 
of keyframes, i realized getting a 
reliable hand-held motion was too 
time-consuming for the schedule. 
i solved this by pointing a video 
camera at the floor and manually 
dragging a piece of paper exactly 
the way i wanted the slides to 
move. i then tracked and pasted 

“EXPERIMENT 5.6.5/10”
Short film 5:00

that motion into the cG slides i 
made in after effects.

“BTW – all the rules shown in the 
film are real rules from Judaism. 
not passing between two women, 
only four fingers to wipe your 
bottom – seriously.” Schedule: 
Four months.

Script/direction/design/animation/
font-design: noam Gelbart 
Mentor: erez Gavish 

Soundtrack design: eitan Shefer 
narration: Shai avivi,  
Maera daniel hagage 
additional scripting: Moti Gelbart

Special thanks: Mom and dad, 
Yotam Kellner, danielle ram, eric 
Lerner, nitzan Klamer, Miriam 
Kramer, ronit Mualem, erez 
cohen, ori cohen, hila carmeli, 
Guy atzmon

Watch behind the Scenes on 
the DVD

Toolkit
after effects, photoshop, 
illustrator, Maya, Mocha



HALO 3 ODST “THE LIFE”
Game cinematic :00
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Client:
XbOX 360

Agency:
T.A.G.

Director:
RuPERT SANDERS

Production:
MJZ

Animation/VFX:
ASYLuM 
www.asylumfx.com 

asylum picks up the call to war 
in this cinematic by MJZ’s rupert 
Sanders for the new Xbox 360 
release halo 3: odSt (orbital 
drop Shock trooper). portraying 
the hardened soldier tarkov and 
his mission kept the asylum cG 
and effects team busy with heavy 
VFX integration into the live-action 
footage, character enhancements, 
particle explosions, plasma 
weapon fire, CG drop pods and 
Banshee War planes, in addition 
to a most unfriendly cG alien 
encounter. 

Watch behind the Scenes on 
the DVD.

For T.A.G.
ex cds: Scott duchon,  
John patroulis
ad: aramis israel
copy: rick herrera
ep: hannah Murray
producer: Joyce chen

For MJZ
director: rupert Sanders
ep: eric Stern
production supers: adriana 
cebada Mora, Melinda Szepesi
asst prod super: courtney nolen
associate producer: david Lethem
producers: Laurie Boccaccio, 
eszter repassy
dp: Greig Fraser

For Asylum
VFX super/lead compositor:  
rob Moggach
ep: Michael pardee
producer: ryan Meredith
coordinator: emily avoujageli
Bidding producer: Michael hanley

compositors: Mark renton, caitlin 
content, Steve Muangman, Miles 
essmiller, rob trent, tim davies, 
Jonny hicks, John Stewart, John 
Weckworth, Brad Scott
Smoke: alex Gomez
Lead modeler: Greg Stuhl
Modeler: toshihiro Sakamaki
Lead animator: Michael Warner
animator: Samir Lyons
textures: John hart, ryan reeb
trackers: tom Stanton,  
Michael Lori
Lighters: Sean comly, aaron Vest, 
Michael comly
effects animator/lighter:  
Yurichiro Wamashita
effects animator:  
david Schoneveld
Lead roto: elissa Bello
rotos: hugo dominuez, Laura 
Murillo, daniel Linger, Bethany 
pederson, Jason Bidwell, 
Stephanie ide, Scott Baxter, 

Midori Witsken, Mark duckworth, 
Zac chowdhury, huey carroll
Wire removal: Bethany pederson
Lead matte painter: tim clark
design: Simon cassels,  
aaron Benoit
cG super: Jens Zalzala

For Final Cut
editor: eric Zumbrennen

For MPC
colorist: Mark Gethin

Music: human
Music producer: Mike Jurasits
Sound design: Brian emrich

For Lime Studios
Mix: Loren Silber

Toolkit
houdini, Maya, renderMan, 
Syntheyes, Flame, nuke, 
Silhouette



with keyframe animation on a lot 
of shots. the huge dragon also 
used up a lot of people’s energy, 
from modeling to rigging and 
final animation.” Schedule: three 
months.

For blur Studio
director: tim Miller
cG super: Jerome denjean
animation super: Shaun escayg
producer: Mandy Sim
ep: al Shier
FX super: Brandon riza
Layout super: Franck Balson
prod coordinator: rachel de Jong
Layout: Franck Balson
Modeling: heikki anttila, Shaun 
absher, heikki anttila , Sze chan, 
Zack cork, chris Grim, Jinho 
Jang, Kris Kaufman, Stan Klabik, 
Jason Martin, alex Litchinko, 
daniel trbovic, olivier Vernay-Kim, 
Viki Yeo
rigging: Steven caron, Ben 
durkin, enoch ihde, Michael 
Stieber, Brent Wiley, Jeff Wilson
animation: Sebastien Bruneau, 
thomas cannell, Kyle Gaulin, 
Jason hendrich, Bryan hillestad, 
Jeremiah izzard, nick Maw-naing, 
derron ross, Leo Santos, rini 
Sugianto, William Vanoost,  
Jon Vener
tech support: Brian McKee, 
Michael Stieber

hair/cloth simulation:  
Becca Baldwin, Jon Jordan,  
tad catalano, paul Frieling
Lighting/compositing: chris 
Barischoff, corey Butler, darren 
Butler, Greg Kegel, olivier Vernay-
Kim, daniel trbovic, dan Woje
FX: John Kosnik, Johanes 
Kurnia, Seung Jae Lee, andrew 
Melnychuk-oseen, torbjorn 
olsson, Brandon Young
Mocap prep/clean-up: ryan 
Girard, anthony romero
concept design: Sean Mcnally, 
John park, chuck Wojtkiewicz
end tag animation: Jennifer Miller, 
chris Kelley
Matte painter: Bruno Werneck
pa: amanda powell
tools/scripts: Karl “Krash” 
Goldshmidt, eric hulser, Jentzen 
Mooney, tomas pulmano
programming/systems admin: 
duane powell, Jeremy donahue, 
paul huang, Matt newell

composer: rob cairns

For ScansEyetronics
character models: Victorria 
Johnson, Sasky Sengapon,  
alex Stein

Mocap stage: perspective Studio

Toolkit
3ds Max, XSi, Fusion, mental ray, 
adobe cS3 production Suite
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Clients:
ELECTRONIC ARTS 
bIOWARE

Director:
TIM MILLER

Production:
bLuR STuDIO

Animation:
bLuR STuDIO  
www.blur.com

With tim Miller in the director’s 
chair, Blur unveils their latest 
gaming opus: a taste of the stark 
and brutal life in the dragon age.

Blur executive producer al Shier: 
“dealing with realistic characters is 
always a challenge so we decided 
early on to hire real life actors that 
looked the part and did 3d scans 
of them. We then brought them 
back later in the process to do the 
facial motion capture – it definitely 
added that little bit of personality 
to each one of the characters. 

“one of the biggest challenges 
was the blend of motion capture 
and keyframe animation. the 
heroes have such superhuman 
powers we had to enhance the 
motion capture of stunt actors 

“DRAGON AGE: ORIGINS”
Cinematic trailer 1:14



NOkIA WORLD 09 “bENNIE”
branded Film 1:33

NOkIA WORLD 09 “HuMANS”
Branded film 2:00
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Agency:
WIEDEN + kENNEDY LONDON

Directors:
JANINE REWELL 
SAMI SYRJä

Animation/VFX:
AGENT PEkkA 
FAkE GRAPHICS 
www.pekkafinland.fi 
www.fakegraphics.com

director/animator Sami Syrjä at 
Fake Graphics in helsinki brings 
the illustrations of fellow Finlander 
(and first-time animation director) 
Janine rewell to life in one of nine 
animated films commissioned by 
Wieden + Kennedy for the nokia 
World conference 2009 held in 
Suttgart, Germany.

For Agent Pekka 
design/illustrator: Janine rewell

For Fake Graphics
animation: Sami Syrjä

Toolkit
after effects, illustrator, photoshop

Director:
MATT SMITHSON

Production:
NOT TO SCALE

Animation:
MAN VS MAGNET 
www.manvsmagnet.com 

not to Scale director Man 
vs Magnet (Matt Smithson)
choreographed his novel 
characters into an involuntary 
dance by looping their everyday 
actions. the two-minute piece was 
so well received at the nokia event 
that plans have been laid to bring it 
to the web in a more official guise.

For Man vs magnet 
director/designer: Matt Smithson 

For Not To Scale
Lead animator: arthur Metcalf
Compositor: Daniel Oeffinger
animators: peter ahern, Kat 
Morris, isam prado
uS producer: courtney Fransen
uK producer: Jade caffoor

Toolkit
Flash, after effects 



ENERGY SAVING TRuST 
“LAuNCH”
TVC :30
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Agency:
MOTHER

Directors:
TOM & MARk

Production:
NEXuS PRODuCTIONS

Animation:
NEXuS PRODuCTIONS 
www.nexusproductions.com 

nexus directors tom & Mark 
initially planned the aesthetic for 
this spot as a simple vector style 
but as the team began animating 
the minimal design evolved into 
a low-relief 3d style. “there was 
something very satisfying about 
the way this world started to look 
with just the smallest amount 
of depth added to it. We then 
decided to animate every single 
object in the film, which was no 
small task.” 

Modeled in 3ds Max, rendered in 
V-ray and composited together in 
after effects. 

For Mother
creatives: Ben Middleton, Stuart 
outhwaite

For COI
producer: nicole Sloane

For Nexus
director: tom & Mark
EPs: Julia Parfitt
producer: Melody Sylvester
project lead: Ben cowell, david 
Fleet, Mark davies
Sound design: Factory

Toolkit
3ds Max, V-ray, photoshop, Flash, 
after effects



THEY MIGHT bE GIANTS  
“MEET THE ELEMENTS”
Music video 3:16
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Record label:
WALT DISNEY

Directors:
MATT ELLER 
bILL MORRISON

Production:
FEEL GOOD ANYWAY

Animation:
FEEL GOOD ANYWAY 
www.feelgoodanyway.com 

co-director Bill Morrison (co-
founder of portland design and 
motion studio Feel Good anyway): 
“FGa’s retention of junior high 
chemistry was totally inadequate 
for the project, so we hit the 
books and dialed up an expert 
(eric Siegel of the new York hall 
of Science) to help us create a 
molecular model that would please 
both the kids and their fact-loving 
science teachers. 

“our hybrid version combines new, 
more complex/random electron 
orbits with a Bohr-esque simplified 
nucleus. We then added some 
really cute faces for the ultimate in 
scientific accuracy.”

For Feel Good Anyway
directors/producers/animators: 
Matt eller, Bill Morrison

Toolkit
Final cut, after effects, illustrator, 
photoshop



LAZEE “ROCk AWAY”
Music video 3:52
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For FilmTecknarna
director/editing/compositing: 
david nord
director/cGi: Boris nawratil
cG: aron hagerman,  
anders Mering
Key: Markus Krupa  
cinematographer: daniel takcz

Toolkit
XSi, electric image, after effects, 
Final cut

Record label:
2STRIPES

Directors:
DAVID NORD

boris Nawratil
Production: 
DND

Animation/VFX: 
FILMTECkNARNA 
www.filmtecknarna.se 

Stockholm’s Filmtecknarna bust 
out a visually decadent music 
video for rap artist LaZee in 
response to the three-word client 
directive: “just go crazy.” 

Trying to find the right balance 
between playing it cool and 
audacious irony, co-director david 
nord admits the challenge was 
“to not become complete comedy 
but still maintain the fun vibe. We 
wouldn’t want to make fun of the 
artist, we wanted to have fun with 
the artist.” 

the bling-tastic video, boasting 
a wealth of hip hop clichés, has 
broken MtV nordic records as 
one of the most played videos in 
the channel’s history.
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“ANGEL VITAMINA”
Feature film trailer 2:07

Director:
DIEGO DE ROSE

Animation:
WuJOCO ANIMATION 
http://wujoco.com

Buenos aries studio Wujoco has 
ambitious goals for expanding the 
argentine long-form animation 
industry beyond service work and 
classically rendered children’s fare. 

director diego de rose: “We 
created Wujoco animation as a 
place where there are no creative 
limits. our goal is to create original 
stories with innovative character 
designs and cool animation. Angel 
Vitamina reflects all of that; it is 
potentially a full-length animated 
movie and it was done without 
budget, sleepless nights and 
working weekends. 

“the government does not help 
the animation industry to grow in 
argentina. So we are on our own. 
We could rest on our drawing 
board complaining about the 
situation or do something. We 
chose the second option.”

 

For Wujoco Animation
idea/story/character design/
storyboard/layouts/backgrounds/
ad/digital color/animation/post 
production: diego de rose
animation super/key animator/ 
in-between artist: daniel duche
Layouts/model sheet/character 
clean up/background clean up/
key animator/in-between artist: 
amelia Vidal
character clean up/background 

clean up/digital color/pencil tester/
in-between artist: Julieta culaciati
character/background clean up: 
perla riesco
post production: Matias Vaca
Soundtrack/FXs/mixing: hernan 
de la peña
3d: Mauro Serei, Matias de rose
recording-sound fx:  
Martin Baleztena
With the collaboration of: claudio 
iriarte, patricio Llorens, Brian and 

Maximiliano Schneider, Martin 
daulerio, Fernando toninello, 
Guadalupe Vyleta, Marta artaza, 
angela costantino, Santiago 
drangosh, Julia alen, ramiro 
cabrera, Mariana culaciati, néstor 
Vidal, alejandro Moreno, hook up 
animation and de rose family

Toolkit
after effects, photoshop, Flash, 
toonz



Director:
CAPACITY

Animation/VFX:
CAPACITY
www.capacity.tv

ellerey Gave, owner and cd of 
capacity in culver city, ca: “We 
like to think of upgrade + Mobilize 
as a short film and an experimental 
branding piece. We’re a tight-knit 
group over here and we spend 
a lot of time together. not just 
working, but playing: including 
movie nights, art exhibitions and 
gaming sessions. u+M gave us 
a chance to bring our individual 
strengths and personalities 
together with our shared interests 
to create something that really 
resonated with us as artists and 
storytellers.

“the characters needed to work 
naturally both in silhouette and 
fully lit, which informed the kinds of 
details we included in their armor 
and the actual contour of their 
bodies. the play between light 
and shadow is a big part of the 
visual language of the piece. as 
we modeled the characters in 3d, 
we had to constantly monitor how 
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uPGRADE + MObILIZE
Short film / self promo 2:35

shadows were going to interact 
with the surfaces, especially in the 
characters’ faces. the end result 
is both dimensional and graphic, 
allowing us to blend 2d and 3d 
techniques into our own, freshly 
refined aesthetic.

“digitally hand-painted artwork 
was a huge part of this project. We 
busted out some painter to create 

matte paintings, textures, concept 
sketches, and even painted on top 
of some of our final AE composites 
frame by frame. 

“the typography in upgrade + 
Mobilize functions on multiple 
levels. We created custom kanji 
characters and then came up 
with an alphanumeric typeface 
based on those proportions and 

then thought the kanji could 
be dissected to form english 
words. My favorite is the eViL 
transformation. the typography 
transforms, sprouts hair, and 
burns into ash, leaving a dark and 
menacing feeling to go along with 
the meaning of the word. 

“From a technical perspective, we 
really forced ourselves to develop 



and combine new techniques, all 
of which were time-consuming. 
Besides the complex character 
models, intricate typography and 
painted backplates, we dove into 
a combination of hand-animated 
and procedural effects, particle 
systems, stylized hair, and layer 
upon layer of compositing to 
get the look we wanted. as a 

bonus, many of the techniques 
we developed during upgrade 
+ Mobilize are now part of our 
arsenal for client projects.

“Because of how our schedule 
worked out, we had to put the 
piece on hold for several months 
at a time. each time we let it sit, 
we came back with new ideas 
and refreshed stamina to really 

hone everything in – a double-
edged sword for self-proclaimed 
perfectionists, but somehow we 
reached a point at which we could 
all agree it was finished.”

For Capacity 
direction/animation: ellerey Gave, 
alex Mapar, Benji thiem, Mitsuka 
thiem, Kenny Lutz, ted Gore, 
Jonathan Larson, 

aaron Schurman, Jennifer Gave, 
Mataya Gave, Jill Marklin, dave 
hummel, anais hong, Jonathan 
Wilson, anna Freelove, Kris 
Szumowski

Toolkit 
adobe cS, cinema 4d, corel 
painter



“OCEANSIZE”
Short film 7:48
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School:
SuPINFOCOM, ARLES

Directors/animation:
ROMAIN JOuANDEAu 
ADRIEN CHARTIE 
GILLES MAZIËRES 
FAbIEN THAREAu 
saikon@free.fr 
adrien_chartie@hotmail.fr 
gilmazieres@hotmail.fr 
russianwarrior@caramail.com

Supinfocom arles students 
romain Jouandeau, adrien 
chartie, Gilles Mazières and 
Fabien thareau combine marine 
terror with an environmentalist 
undercurrent to create their first 
film and an exceptional cinematic 
experience. the team had six 
months of pre-production and 
four full months for production 
but admit, “the main challenge of 
Oceansize was just to successfully 
finish the film.” 

they found the biggest technical 
hurdle was the amount of time 
and memory required to create 
the sentient and vengeful oil 
simulation. The film has garnered 
acclaim at many festivals but the 
directors claim they don’t care; 
they’re just looking forward to 
what’s next.

ad: romain Jouandeau



animator: adrien chartie
Fluid simulation: Gilles MaziËres
Lighting: Fabien thareau
Sound: Mario Sogno

Toolkit
3ds Max, real Flow, after effects, 
premiere, photoshop



“DOWN TO EARTH”
Short film 2:52

“HP - INVENT”
Short film 1:20

School: 
DuTCH FILM AND TELEVISION 
ACADEMY

Directors/animators:
NIELS VAN DER HEIJDEN 
JAIRO bAMbANG OETOMO 
MICHIEL WOuTERS 
www.3dGFXStudios.com

co-director niels van der heijden: 
“We wanted the clean ‘designer 
toys look’ and kept everything in 
low detail because of the small 
team and time was running fast. 
i have to mention: none of us 
had made a character animation 
before. the main technical 

challenge was to get it rendered 
before the graduation festival so 
we could get our diplomas – we 
used every computer in the visual 
effects department that was 
available, up to 30 dual cores.” 
Schedule: Seven months. 

Sound: Juus piek 
5.1 Soundmix: Willem Stinissen

Special thanks: Sem assink, 
paulus Bannink, Willem Bos,  
Kyle Balda

Toolkit
LightWave, Maya, mental ray, real 
Flow, Fusion, Shake, photoshop

Client:
D&AD STuDENT AWARDS

Directors/animations:
TOM WRIGGLESWORTH
MATT RObINSON
www.tomwrigglesworth.com
www.matthewrobinson.co.uk

Kingston university grads tom 
Wrigglesworth and Matt robinson 
responded with this film to the 
d&ad student awards competition 
brief asking for “an idea which 
promotes hp Workstations’ 
ability to bring to life anything 

the creative mind can conceive.” 
the 80 second result has gained 
the pair acclaim online and was 
featured on BBc news. and what 
happened to all those printed 
pages? “all the sheets printed 
during the film have been used in 
a direct mail campaign promoting 
the video.” Schedule: Five weeks.

Toolkit 
Final cut pro
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“SOMEONE“
Short film 5:23

“HEMLOCk”
Short film 3:49

Directors:
MAGALI bARbé
JEAN CONSTANTIAL

Animation/VFX:
MAGALI bARbé 
http://magmagblog.blogspot.com

co-director Magali Barbé: 
“Jean and i shared 50-50 all the 
direction/creative work – it was 
complicated to find the look/style 
we both liked, not just in terms of 
rendering, but also the soul of the 
film. We worked together because 
we like each others work, but 
it doesn’t mean our own styles 
were easy to mix. We both wanted 

something powerful and strong, 
but also kind of fragile. When 
we finally found these adjectives 
and turned them into pictures, 
everything became a lot easier. 
Schedule: approx. four months.

direction/animation/editing/
compositing: Magali Barbé 
direction/lighting/rendering/
editing/compositing: Jean 
constantial 
additional work: Kristoph Staber 
Music: Mathias Guererro, 
pierre Berneron

Toolkit 
XSi, photoshop, after effects

Client: 
CGSOCIETY STEAMPuNk 
CHALLENGE. 

Director/animation:
TYSON IbELE 
www.tysonibele.com

tyson ibele, based in Wellington, 
new Zealand created Hemlock 
for the cGSociety Steampunk 
challenge. “each individual 
aspect of the film was fairly 
straightforward, but tying all the 
processes together (character 
design, modeling, rigging, 
texturing, animating, rendering, 

compositing and sound design) in 
three months was very difficult.

“the main technical challenge 
was the rendering. i had only two 
machines to do all the rendering, 
and with tens of thousands 
of frames for the final comp, 
managing rendering time was quite 
strenuous.”

Toolkit
3ds Max, after effects, photoshop, 
Vegas



Here’s your chance to own 30 extraordinary short films by 
today’s most innovative directors – over two-and-a-half hours of 
sheer entertainment from Stash DVD Magazine.

Stash SHORT FILMS 1 delivers an international program of 
festival hits and little-known gems PLUS behind the scenes 
extras and a 40-page book of stills, credits, production notes and 
links for every project.                             www.stashmedia.tv/SF1

Enter code: 
62ObCSF1  

at: 
www.stashmedia.tv/promo 

to SAVE 25%


